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Background, corporate objectives, and priorities
The council owns significant assets across the borough including investment,
operational and regeneration land, and property. This Strategic Asset Management
Plan outlines how the council will manage all categories of assets until 2025/2026
aiming to support the achievement of the objectives set out in the Council Plan.
Glossary of terms

Term

Definition

SAMP

Strategic Asset Management Plan

APP

Annual Property Plan

JLL

Jones Lang La Salle

OPE

One Public Estate

MTFS

Medium Term Financial Strategy
Average Weighted Unexpired Lease Term- the aggregated
weighted income of the unexpired contractual leases for which
BDBC derives an income
The current income return on the capital invested net of
transaction costs such as management fees.

AWULT
Initial Yield
ERV

Estimated Rental Value

Property Investments where the council hold the freehold
interest in the land. This has been let and effectively been sold
on a long lease of typically 150 years to a tenant on either a
Annuity
fixed or geared rent, typically 5 to 10% of the market rent or land
Investment/Ground
rental value. Ground rents offer long term secure predictable
Rent
income but are of a low capital value and produce sporadic
rental growth. The long term reversion of land and buildings
rests with the council
Standard
Full market rent received on standard lease terms.
investment
EPC

Energy Performance Certificate

1

Executive Summary

1.1

The SAMP covers all the council’s property portfolio and it incorporates
specific information with regards to:





Investment Property
Operational Property
Regeneration Property
Annual Property Plan (APP) 2022/23
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1.2

Further information is provided in Appendices 1 – 3.

1.3

The SAMP is key in supporting the council’s objectives and priorities of
delivering front line services. It aims to achieve efficiencies and
improvements on its operational portfolio whilst targeting to improved
revenue resilience on its Investment Portfolio. Assets held for regeneration
purposes will deliver outputs and outcomes which will assist inward
investment in the economy in Basingstoke, as well as improvements to
communities, in line with a business case led approach.

Background
2

Investment Property

2.1

The council holds an investment property portfolio with a value of
approximately £300M and generates a revenue of £16.2M per annum,
comprising 214 properties and 322 tenancies. This portfolio is a significant
revenue generator for the council and provides 33% of its total net revenue.
The key aim of the property investment strategy is to ensure the portfolio
continues to perform well, is modernised, and improves its revenue
generation performance and resilience.

2.2

It is proposed these objectives will be achieved through selective disposals
and acquisitions with the aim of modernising assets and improving the
prospects of growth, as some of the stock is ageing. Further sector
diversification in the portfolio will be sought with the option of investing into
growth sectors such as Life Sciences and Build to Rent property.

2.3

Decarbonisation is a theme running through the strategy and the council will
be targeting carbon reduction via direct intervention and/or using its
influence in negotiating long leaseholder re-gears when opportunities arise.

2.4

The Property Investment Strategy is set out in Appendix 1 only covers those
assets held for investment purposes. This will include any other assets that
are appropriated to become investment assets.

3

Operational Portfolio

3.1

The operational estate comprises assets which support the council in
delivering frontline services across a variety of sectors. They cover the civic
centre campus, community centres, council depots, sports grounds, parks,
cemeteries, and public conveniences amongst other uses. There are around
1,093 assets which generate a small revenue.

3.2

This SAMP focuses on efficient use and management of space which, where
appropriate and not in conflict with our responsibilities to our communities,
will include revenue generation, sale of surplus assets and transfer of some
facilities to community groups and parish councils in line with the council’s
Community’s Strategy.

3.3

Management of the condition of our buildings through an effective survey
regime and where appropriate capital maintenance programme or
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enforcement of lease obligations is clearly shown in the strategy, alongside
plans for energy efficiency improvements to achieve the reduction of carbon
in line with council targets.
3.4

Many assets owned by the council are run under Service Level Agreements,
such as the theatres and the Aquadrome, and many of those arrangements
contain obligations to maintain the buildings or specific parts thereof to
specific standards which the strategy will look to monitor closely or restructure and enforce. A number of these organisations receive grant funding
from the council and a clearer reporting mechanism will be developed to
provide information on under performance and problems and shared with the
commissioning departments within the council.

3.5

Closer working with the Communities team is envisaged and developing
implementation plans for projects utilising funds achieved via Section 106
agreements is seen as an area for improvement. There is a backlog of
outstanding lease renewals on community buildings to address. These are
linked to the developing Community Strategy and Service Level Agreements
which requires additional focus as part of this strategy.

3.6

Working with One Public Estate (OPE) support, the property and assets
service will continue reviewing opportunities to promote and maximise the
benefits across public sector assets. For example, Hampshire County
Council, the Clinical Commissioning Group, and the Police all have assets
which could be released through joint working on asset strategy and colocated services to maximise benefits for the public purse.

3.7

The OPE also assist in providing practical, technical, and funding support to
deliver property-based projects in collaboration with central government
which is relevant where opportunities arise in the investment and
regeneration portfolios.

3.8

The Operational Portfolio Strategy is expanded on in Appendix 2.

4

Regeneration Property

4.1

There are several major investment properties held for regeneration
purposes or close to regeneration areas where a flexible strategy will need to
be adopted, for example:

4.2

o

The Malls is linked into the Town Centre Strategy whilst the Leisure
Park is planned to be redeveloped in the medium term to provide new
facilities. Both these projects are currently progressing through concept
master-planning stages.

o

Basing View, a substantial investment area, has several opportunities
to carry out infill development within its boundary.

Once completed, these projects will deliver outputs and outcomes to meet
project business plan targets, aligned to the aspirations of the council’s
corporate plan. Each regeneration project is different and therefore will have
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different intended outcomes; from the emerging town centre strategy; the
leisure park; and future office and alternate use development at Basing View
and other sites.
4.3

Working with OPE will also be a key focus to ensure regeneration projects
maximise benefits from close working with partners to achieve aligned
outcomes, in particular working with housing registered providers as well as
key public sector providers as per the Operational Property Strategy.

4.4

The investment assets held for regeneration, and until redevelopment has
taken place, will have a different strategy which will cover interim income,
leasing patterns and vacant possession strategies to match evolving plans.

4.5

The regeneration projects cover a variety of uses and will be bespoke as
objectives will be more output and outcome based. Implications on income
will be monitored and fed into the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS)
as business plans are signed off for regeneration projects.

4.6

The council will continue to work with Registered Housing Providers Vivid
and Sovereign who are lead partners on the residential regeneration
schemes at Winklebury and Buckskin and South Ham. These projects are
large scale regeneration projects and generate significant gains for residents
and add to the housing supply. Potential assistance will include the inclusion
of some of the borough assets and promoting a compulsory purchase order
if required.

5

Development Opportunities

5.1

Development opportunities are contained within the portfolio and there are a
number of opportunities emerging from further work undertaken on
undeveloped land. Undertaking development though would mean taking
higher risks but similarly returns would be greater.

5.2

Opportunities to pursue commercial and residential development
opportunities in Basing View will also be explored subject to obtaining an
appropriate return. Maximising the benefits from the 5G spine being installed
by operator Cellnex will be a major attraction for many companies in locating
to this area and the council should seek to maximise the benefit.

5.3

There are several smaller sites the council own that could be taken forward
for infill residential development, these are presently been explored and
initial discussions are being had with Registered Providers as one possible
option for delivery.

5.4

Any development would have its own business case and risk analysis, but
the outcomes could sit well as investments in the property portfolio or to
generate cash via disposal for further investment.

5.5

Regeneration opportunities will be more area based and have different
drivers and whilst comprising development will need to be assessed in the
wider context of delivery of infrastructure, jobs, economic development
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following Treasury Green Book principles. Opportunities to obtain grant and
loan funding are also relevant in assessing these projects and will be
pursued.
6

Annual Property Plan

6.1

The Annual Property Plan 2022/23 proposes delivery targets for the
Investment and Operation assets set out in appendices 1 and 2. The
headlines of the strategy are the value protection of the current investment
assets & rental income and growing the income received through disposals
and acquisitions and ensuring non-performance of assets is addressed.
Surplus operational assets will be sold, transferred, or let out for revenue
purposes.

6.2

Implementation of the Annual Property Plan will be led by the Property and
Assets Services team, with a combination of in house staff and resources
and the appropriate use of external specialist advisers and agents.

6.3

This will include use of consultants for work of a more specialist nature (e.g.
rent reviews of hotel/licenced premises), the use of commercial agents for
re-letting vacant properties, and use of specialist investment advisers/agents
for investment acquisitions and disposals.

6.4

Protection of the current investment assets and the income received will
focus on:


Monitoring tenant compliance with lease obligations;
 Setting Financial Targets for the APP;
 Setting principles for maintenance of condition;
 Leasehold performance against obligations;
 Undertaking rent reviews and lease renewals in a timely manner;
 Ensuring void/unlet accommodation is re-let as soon as possible;
 Minimising voids and irrecoverable expenditure; and
 Ensuring sustainability credentials are effectively improved.

6.5

Sustainability targets are being developed for both Operational and
Investment property and will be monitored to assist in meeting the council’s
climate change commitments. A list of the top 12 properties to target has
been developed in collaboration with the Climate Change team.

6.6

A major objective will be to develop financial forecasting for the portfolio and
to develop further Asset Management Plans which is highlighted as an
objective in the “Fit for the Future” Council Plan priority.

6.7

The APP for 2022/23 is included as appendix 3 to the SAMP. This will be
updated annually and following review by the Audit and Accounts Committee
will be approved by Cabinet in February each year.
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7

Property Resourcing

7.1

The Property and Assets Service manage all the council’s property assets
across the borough. It is responsible for the management of circa £300M of
property and revenue of £16.2M as well as being responsible for general
compliance and condition issues. The department is split into three distinct
elements:
1. Investment Property Management.
2. Management of Occupational and other Council owned property;
and
3. Facilities Management of the Civic Centre.

7.2

The service area has seen a high turnover of staff at all levels with a
significant reliance on interims over the last five years. The lack of continuity
has resulted in a piecemeal approach in many areas. In addition, several
long-serving personnel have left the directorate, leaving a knowledge gap.

7.3

An improvement plan has been put in place and additional resources
secured. Approval is sought as part of the MTFS and Budget Update
2022/23 and future year for the appointment of four additional staff. These
extra resources will be targeted at:










Additional revenue-generating work increasing the number of long
leaseholds regears to generate value;
A backlog of rent reviews and lease renewals to improve cash-flow
and reduce consultant spend;
To take on additional responsibilities including addressing legislative
changes around sustainability implementation and monitoring and
supporting the council’s adopted strategy;
To implement the Property Investment Strategy;
To support and assist in implementing the council’s commercial
advertising initiative;
Stabilising the portfolio’s revenue streams post pandemic;
Contributing to the council’s major regeneration projects;
Assisting with Community Asset Transfers; and
Developing robust and well planned capital maintenance and
compliance programmes.

7.4

The Property Department also liaises with several key stakeholders on
residential and small scale infrastructure projects; a more regularised
structure will be developed to cover future activities. Many of these projects
will be delivered by third parties but require council input to be realised.

7.5

The volume of administration work and reporting is significant. It is vital that
the council’s Property Management Information System, Tech Forge,
continues to be maintained and well managed. This records key details and
diary events of the properties. Keeping this up to date is important for the
integrity of invoicing and good estate management. The Property Information
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team has been strengthened recently with a vacant post being filled, which
adds resilience.
7.6

The quantum of future lease events on the existing portfolio reduces in future
years and could result in reducing or redeploying staff from 2023.

7.7

Increasing areas of emerging work include supporting regeneration initiatives
and, stricter sustainability compliance and monitoring which will place
greater pressure on the service.

8

Property Advisors

8.1

It is essential to obtain appropriate specialist independent external
professional advice in making complex property decisions. After a
procurement exercise Jones Lang La Salle (JLL) were appointed by the
council in September 2020 as its property advisors to support the review,
update the Property Investment Strategy and several regeneration projects.
They replaced Cushman and Wakefield who advised the council between
2016 to 2020.

8.2

The council’s property assets continue to be valued by Colliers and Section
123 best value valuations are carried out periodically by both the above
advisors and other appropriately qualified parties when a disposal or lease
regears takes place. This is good practice and satisfies auditors and
legislative requirements.

8.3

The contract with JLL gives the council extra flexibility and resilience in
dealing with peaks of work that arise from time to time, enabling matters to
be addressed in an appropriate time scale.

9

Programme Management Office

9.1

Reporting of progress will be consistent with the corporate performance tool
Verto, as supported by the corporate Programme Management Office.
Additional support will be requested to monitor the progress of specific
projects within the Annual Property Plan where internal capacity is unable to,
ensuring consistency and greater visibility can be demonstrated.

10

Corporate Objectives and Priorities

10.1

The management of the council property assets are to align against
objectives set out in the Council Plan:
• Strengthening communities;

• Protecting and enhancing our environment;
• Improving safety;
• Planning; and
• The internal priority Fit for the future.
10.2

Protecting and enhancing our environment will shape each of the priorities
as we respond to the climate emergency. The council has committed to
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becoming a net zero carbon council in relation to its own operations by 2025
and improving our recycling and clean energy generation, with air quality and
the health of our children paramount. Changes to building management and
heating play a significant part of this objective.
10.3

The council has direct control to influence its operational estate and has
developed with the Climate Change team a schedule of buildings to target
over the next few years and further work is being commissioned on energy
audits to ensure changes are targeted in the most effective areas.

10.4

Where the council has no direct control such as its investment portfolio the
council will work with tenants and long leaseholders to achieve and obtain
improvement to the building’s sustainable credentials. Vacant buildings will
be similarly targeted to ensure that sustainability benefits are achieved.

10.5

Design of new property will be progressed with safety in mind and a focus on
reducing antisocial behaviour and supporting the most vulnerable in our
society. The council’s ‘Fit for the Future’ initiative is a commitment to making
what this council does more efficient, not just in terms of cost, but in how we
use our energy and provide services.

10.6

The alignment of the various council strategies is key to making the SAMP a
success and cross-directorate and department working is key to successful
implementation.

10.7

A particular focus for the Property team will be working with the Economic
and Development team where there are opportunities to assist businesses
with the aim of generating economic growth for inward investment. Closer
working with the Community Team will be essential as several assets are
targeted to be transferred to community organisations and Parish councils.

10.8

A number of recent and developing commercial developments in Jay’s Close
are examples of joint internal working between departments where
previously vacant buildings have been redeveloped and are now generating
employment in new industry sectors.

10.9

Supporting projects and working with other directorates is key to identifying
sources of grant and loan funding, in particular Homes England and Local
Enterprise Partnership funding.

11

Climate Change

11.1

Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council declared a Climate Emergency in
2019. As part of this declaration, the council committed to two headline aims
on its entire property portfolio



For the council to be net carbon neutral in its own operations by the
end of 2025.
To work towards the borough of Basingstoke and Deane reaching
net zero carbon by 2030.
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11.2

These two aims are shaping all activity of the council and responding to the
Climate Emergency is a central priority for all services and activities.

11.3

Specifically, areas such as operational property make up a significant
proportion of the council’s own emissions and so need to be addressed to
meet our operational carbon neutral target. Energy audits of buildings are in
the process of being commissioned.

11.4

However, all buildings across the borough will need to be assessed to
reduce emissions to meet the borough-wide target of 2030, which represents
a huge challenge. The wider council property presents an opportunity for us
to lead by example to set out how this can be done.
Climate Change - Investment Property

11.5

Environmental standards are increasing, and all commercial buildings are
required by legislation to have an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
which range between “A” the most energy efficient to “G” the least efficient.

11.6

The responsibility for obtaining an EPC rests with the landlord of a property
except where a lease is in place with an original term in excess of 99 years.
Therefore, a significant proportion of the Council’s long leasehold portfolio is
not within the direct responsibility of the council.

11.7

New lettings, or renewals, of buildings with an EPC rating of F or G will not
be possible after 2023 as part of government proposals to meet its objective
of moving towards all buildings having an EPC at level B or higher by 2030.
The cost effectiveness of any improvement works required can be tested
against a seven year pay-back calculation with an exemption possible if the
improvements required are not cost effective.

11.8

As part of the portfolio review the EPC certification level of all investment
buildings will be confirmed and detailed plans prepared to enable, where
possible, upgrading to achieve higher EPC standards, redevelopment or sale
as sites.

11.9

A prohibition on new lettings or lease renewals of poorer performing
buildings, in EPC terms, should be viewed as an opportunity for new
development of modern stock in the first instance.

11.10

This legislation will primarily deal with standard investments and operational
property. The council’s direct influence on investment properties varies
across the portfolio. In future discussions on lease regears, in addition to
ensuring the financial terms are appropriate, the council will use its influence,
where possible, in discussions as leverage to improve EPC ratings as a
priority.

11.11

Where properties become vacant, the council will look at opportunities to
make cost effective improvements to the property to improve energy
efficiency, as part of the process of re-letting the building. Some evidence is
beginning to surface that more energy efficient buildings may attract a rental
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premium, particularly where they are cheaper to run, so this will need to be
factored into future assessments and decisions.
11.12

For leases, the viability of ‘green’ clauses will be considered, if and where
appropriate, to potentially improve properties above and beyond minimum
government standards. These clauses involve the building owner and
occupier setting out specific responsibilities/obligations with regards to the
sustainability operation/occupation of a property. Examples of this could
include energy efficiency measures, waste reduction/management and water
efficiency.
Climate Change - Regeneration projects

11.13

Regeneration projects could greatly improve the energy efficiency
significantly reducing carbon emissions from operating/inhabiting the
buildings.

11.14

However, consideration will also need to be given to the ‘embodied carbon’
in existing properties. This is the energy, and therefore carbon, that has
gone into the existing construction as compared to the additional carbon
generated by constructing a new replacement building. This will likely need
to be considered on a case-by-case basis; the council will consider to
reusing existing buildings and structures first, where possible, prior to
demolition and rebuild.

12

Governance

12.1

Decisions on property matters are discussed at Property Board, which is
held every month, it is attended by the Portfolio Holders of Property and
Finance, Chief Executive, Executive Directors, Head of Regeneration and
Head of Property and Assets. The Board reviews general performance,
progress and discusses and makes recommendations for decisions to be
taken either by the Leader with responsibility for property; the Cabinet
member where there has been a delegation to him; Cabinet or the Executive
Director for Corporate Services (S151 Officer) where there is delegated
power, for dealing with investment property.acquisitions/disposals The
making of these decisions needs to comply with the Access to Information
rules within the council’s constitution, and where the decision is a “key”
decision, will need to be published on the Council’s Forward Plan.

12.2

The governance to support the efficient and effective implementation of the
new Property Investment Strategy reflects the principles of the existing
arrangements for the alternative investment strategy set up for property in
2017.

12.3

Delegation to the Executive Director of Corporate Services (S151 Officer) is
given in consultation with the relevant portfolio holder/s for Property and
Finance, to be able to approve investment decisions within the approved
strategy parameters and in accordance with the approved Annual Property
Plan.
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12.4

This delegation would only be exercised after recommendation from the
Head of Property and Assets, and consultation with the Head of Financial
Services and Commercialisation and the Head of Law and Governance,
such recommendation having been reviewed and endorsed by the council’s
Property Board.

12.5

Under this delegation, an individual investment approval will be limited to 5%
of the overall property portfolio valuation, including acquisition costs, as
published in the latest audited Annual Statement of Accounts. In essence,
this would mean that if the overall property portfolio is valued at £300M the
limit on exercising this delegation per transaction would be £15M.

12.6

This delegation will cover all aspects of investment disposals, acquisitions,
and lease restructures in accordance with the Property Investment Strategy
and Annual Property Plan (APP).

12.7

For all other property assets including any operational property or land that is
deemed surplus to the council requirements and identified to be disposed of,
re-developed or let for revenue purposes decisions will be made in line with
the Councils constitution.

12.8

An APP will be presented for approval each year in February to Cabinet to
implement the SAMP. This would be following a review by the Audit and
Accounts Committee, tasked with monitoring and scrutiny of property
investment activity, of the APP alongside the Treasury Management
Strategy and Alternative Investment Strategy to review the overall position
on Council investment activity. This would normally be in January each year.

12.9

A regular update of property acquisitions and disposals will be provided to
the Capital Programme Board, along with any relevant updates included in
the quarterly reports to Cabinet, and Council as relevant, for Capital
Programme monitoring.

12.10

Group Leaders will be informed of decisions on proposed acquisitions and
disposals under the PIS. Any exceptions to the strategy or decisions that
might otherwise be outside the scope of the PIS, or the relevant delegations
would need to follow normal decision making and approvals to Cabinet and
Council as appropriate in line with the council’s constitution.

12.11

Decisions would be reported after the event via the quarterly APP monitoring
report to Audit and Accounts Committee. In addition, Cabinet would also
receive information on activities undertaken during the year as part of the
APP report in January and the capital outturn report each year.

12.12

The Head of Property and Assets will be responsible for presenting
recommendations to Property Board in line with the Property Investment
Strategy, after undertaking due diligence in line with the evaluation criteria
set out in Appendix 1 including advice and support from the Head of
Financial Services and Commercialisation and the Head of Law and
Governance and as relevant, any necessary external advice and support.
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12.13

All acquisition and disposal opportunities presented to the Property Board
will be supported by a financial appraisal and business case including use of
external expert consultants as necessary to establish the financial and
budgetary implications and an independent opinion of value.

13

Funding

13.1

It should be noted that in some instance’s officers will have to submit an
expression of interest and/or make a conditional offer on acquisitions within
tight timescales subject to final due diligence and delegated sign off. It
should be noted however, that this will be subject to final approvals being
given.

13.2

The current overall level of property investment capital value should be
maintained. This will, therefore, require the disposal of current assets with
capital receipts reinvested in line with the Property Investment Strategy. The
capital programme contains a scheme for total new spend of up to £40M.

13.3

New property investment activity will only be undertaken once an appropriate
capital receipt has been made from an asset disposal. This scheme will
therefore be funded from disposal capital receipts.
It is however, recognised that it may be necessary to forward fund activity to
make strategic purchases prior to an appropriate disposal being actioned.
Therefore, a maximum sum of £10M has been allocated and funded from
existing capital receipts to fund the programme spend as needed, to be
reimbursed from disposal income and held as a rolling available sum.

13.4

There are no plans to borrow funds for new acquisitions with existing council
resources or receipts from the disposal of existing assets to be used.
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Appendix 1 Property Investment Strategy

BASINGSTOKE AND DEANE BOROUGH COUNCIL
PROPERTY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
2022/23 to 2025/26

Title

Property Investment Strategy

Owner

Financial Services & Commercialisation
Property & Assets

Version

1.0

Approval Date

February 2022

Annual Review

February 2023
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1

Background Information

1.1

The council invests its money for three broad purposes:

1.2

i)

Because it has surplus cash as a result of its day to day activities or
cash that it holds pending the council’s spending plans (known as
Treasury Management investments).

ii)

To support local public services by lending to other organisations
(known as service based investments).

iii)

To earn investment income (known as commercial investments
where this is the main purpose).

The council’s Investment Strategy (Non Treasury) is undertaken within the
following context:
i)

The level of the council’s non-treasury investments is one of the
highest of all district authorities and has been for some time;

ii)

The income generated from non-treasury investments is significant
to the council; and

iii)

Strategic well managed and sound investments within the borough
will boost revenue, safeguard services, and benefit the economics
and social wellbeing of all residents and the revenue generated a
significant contributor in providing services.

2

Links to other council strategies

2.1

This current Property Investment Strategy forms part of the Council’s
Investment Strategy (Non Treasury).

2.2

The objectives of the Investment Strategy are to provide a high-level
overview of the different types of non-treasury investment made by the
council and how the investments contribute to the provision of public
services and how the associated risks are managed and the implications for
future financial stability.

2.3

The strategy also sets indicators which allow members and the public to
assess the level of risk being taken with these investment activities.

2.4

This updated Property Investment Strategy, which forms part of the councils
Strategic Asset Management Plan (Property Strategy), still forms part of the
Investment Strategy (Non Treasury).

2.5

Diagram 1 below shows how the Property Investment Strategy links to other
council strategies.
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Diagram 1 – Linked Council Strategies
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3

Scope of Property Investment Strategy

3.1

This Property Investment Strategy considers the council’s property
investment portfolio and land holdings from 2022/23 for the next 4 years to
2025/26 and expands on the portfolio’s relationship with key regeneration
projects.

3.2

The objective of the strategy is to ensure a stable long-term income with the
ability to grow that income to negate the effects of inflation and obtain real
term growth, inflation is seen as a risk in the medium term. The strategy will
also aim to preserve and enhance capital value.

3.3

Central government expects local councils to be more self-sufficient in the
way they fund residents’ services and low interest rates means returns on
council investments are lower whilst demand for services has increased.

3.4

Current predictions are that interest rates will remain at historically low levels
for as long as government can manage as they face the challenge of
addressing the exceptional level of national debt incurred as a result of the
Covid – 19 pandemic and encouraging investment throughout the economy.
Accordingly, levels of return from cash investments will remain at minimal
levels in a likely inflationary environment.

3.5

This proposed strategy will address these challenges and will include active
asset management strategies of the commercial property portfolio to
optimise income and rebalancing the portfolio in terms of use, tenure and to
take account of changing legislation around sustainability which is likely to
have a negative effect on some property values and portfolio performance if
buildings don’t meet appropriate standards in the future.
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3.6

The Council’s previous Property Investment Strategy was implemented as
an alternative to treasury investments, specifically for additional property
investment to enhance income returns in 2017. This initially allocated £30M
of additional investment. The final total investment was £32.5M which
successfully increased the revenue income by £2.31M from 2021/22. This
scheme allowed the purchase of 4 additional investment properties. These
properties now form part of the overall investment portfolio and will now be
incorporated in the overall monitoring of property investments going forward.

4

Objectives

4.1

The key objectives of the proposed property investment strategy are:







4.2

To improve revenue;
Preserve and enhance Capital Value;
Recycle capital from the existing portfolio by disposing of non-performing
assets and extracting latent value from long leasehold interests;
Acquire new investments to balance the portfolio with modern
sustainable property that stimulates economic growth;
Reinvestment of proceeds from property disposals to provide a return to
the council meeting the criteria as set out in Annex 3 which will assess
risk via a comprehensive check list with a targeted rate of return of 5.5 %
To agree interim management strategies for investments held in
regeneration areas and to maximise interim income and support these
projects.; and improve the sustainability of the portfolio.

Socio Economic Aims:



Utilise recycled capital receipts to enable the stimulation of economic
growth in new sectors; and
Utilise strategic sites held under investment powers, such as the
Leisure Park and Basing View to regenerate growth and underpin
future revenue returns.

5

Existing Portfolio

5.1

The council’s property portfolio is characterised by long ground leases and
whilst they provide steady income the rent review frequency tends to be
much longer than standard investments and over time inflation will erode
revenue. However, by their very nature, annuity income is very secure.

5.2

The portfolio is heavily weighted in industrial property which is performing
well at the moment.

5.3

The following Figures 1 - 6 set out key data of the portfolio:-
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Figure 1- Investment Portfolio Overview as at 31st March 2021
Capital Value

£291.4M

Gross Income per annum

£16.2M

ERV

£19.6M

Number of Assets

214

Number of Tenants

301

AWULT (years to expiry)
Initial Yield
Annuity Investment Capital Value
Standard Investment Capital Value

47
5.2%
£229.6M
£62.M

Figure 2 Portfolio Spread by Capital Value
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Figure 3 Portfolio Spread by Revenue

Figure 4 Average Income and Lot Size
Properties

Average Lot Size

Tenants

Average income
per tenant

214

£1.36M

298

£54,366

Figure 5 Yield Profile
Portfolio
5.21%

Annuity Investments
4.75%

Standard investments
6.38%

Figure 6 Income Security to lease expiry in years
AWULT to
expiry
(Portfolio)
45
5.4

Annuity
Investments
AWULT
91

Standard
Investments
AWULT
7

Overall, the portfolio is a solid platform with 66% of its income being
generated from annuity type income and 34% from standard investments.
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6

Benchmarking

6.1

A benchmark is a yardstick defined for the purpose of assessing the
performance of institutional investors or managers participating in those
markets. Its primary goal is to act as a fair and transparent yardstick for
retrospective portfolio or fund manager performance assessment.

6.2

Benchmarking puts portfolio and fund returns in the context of the market,
providing a comparable performance level an investor might realistically
expect to achieve.

6.3

The performance of groups of assets held can then be compared with that of
relevant sub-sectors of national markets, allowing more focused and
informative comparison for assets in the portfolio. Benchmark can be used
for, asset distribution, sector composition and basis for assessing target and
remuneration.

6.4

The Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI)/ Investment Property
Database (IPD) remains the index of choice when constructing market
benchmarks in the UK. Increasingly Fund Managers are using comparable
cohort for example USS (Pension Fund) use Large Life Pension Fund
benchmark within MSCI databank.

6.5

With regards to the Council, the key investment objective is to achieve an
income return sufficient for the Council. Hence the investment focus is more
income driven rather than total return. Thus, more appropriate benchmarking
would relate to revenue.

6.6

Benchmarking will be detailed in the Annual Property Plan with the
suggested key indicators as follows:








6.7

Income growth against RPI;
Real Income target 1% + RPI;
90% rental collection each quarter;
Yield target set for Standard Investment of 5.5 % and Annuity
Investments 4%;
Capital Value movement against MSCPI/IPD;
Voids; and
Sustainability target to improve the EPC target and will be linked to
the decarbonisation plan it is estimated improvements of 10% every
year.

The current property portfolio performance is shown in Chart 1 below:
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Chart 1 – Property Portfolio Performance at 31st March 2021

6.8

Performance can be seen as being resilient with only retail income at risk
particularly in relation to the Malls Shopping Centre which has decreased
partly due to the pandemic but also larger structural changes in the retail
sector.

6.9

Identification of the better performing assets will enable them to be
safeguarded so that their benefit to the portfolio is protected through day to
day management. Similarly, identification of the bottom performing assets
enables these to be assessed with a view to disposal of under-performing
assets unless there are other over-riding reasons to support retention.

7

Strategic Advice

7.1

The council appointed Jones Lang Lasalle (JLL) as its strategic property
advisers in 2020. JLL have undertaken a full review of the council’s property
assets and have identified and proposed set of actions to help achieve the
objectives of this Property Investment Strategy alongside advising the
development of the strategy.

7.2

JLL have proposed that circa £35M of receipts could be generated from a
mixture of identified property sales and by releasing latent value from
targeted lease regears over the next 4 years alongside reinvesting into better
performing assets providing a more diverse income base and spreading of
risk.

7.3

It may also be appropriate, that subject to a satisfactory business case, for
the council to consider funding a strategic property opportunity from existing
capital funding, prior to generating receipts from disposals. This would be on
a case by case basis and subject to further governance and decision
making.

7.4

Similarly, opportunities may arise to undertake development either directly or
with a Joint Venture Partner which could generate income producing assets
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to be added to the portfolio. These opportunities would be subject to a
business case as they arise on a case by case basis.
7.5

The JLL review of the investment assets considered the fundamentals from
a performance perspective and their contribution to the portfolio including
undertaking a 5 year revenue forecast to inform decisions.

7.6

This exercise included sector analysis, categorisation of use, vacancy rates,
trends, growth potential, reversionary income, latent value, and the
management resource required. This exercise has informed exit strategy
recommendations on all properties to be held or sold and identify leases to
be targeted for lease regears.

7.7

A number of long leasehold regears are already in progress due to existing
active asset management. Several disposals of non-core assets are also in
the hands of agents. Any revenue implications of these will be reviewed as
part of reviewing the MTFS. It is proposed that any capital receipts are
considered as part of the reinvestment strategy being proposed.
Skills and Expertise

7.8

The council is reviewing the internal property and assets staffing structure
and will provide the appropriate training and development opportunities to
ensure an appropriate level of skills and expertise is available to support the
ongoing management of the property portfolio.

7.9

As the councils appointed strategic property advisers, JLL will continue to
work with the internal Property and Assets Team to provide advice and
support where there is an identified need to:




Identifying investment opportunities;
Support disposal activity; and
Support Property Management activity as required.

8

Property Disposals

8.1

Any future potential disposals will be analysed in further detail and an Asset
Proforma completed, which has been developed in consultation with JLL,
leading to a recommendation following the assessment of options. This is
shown in Annex 1. The disposal strategy will need to remain flexible to adapt
to the market and assets are intended to be interchangeable should any
sales process falter to keep the strategy on course. If relevant a more
detailed Asset Management Plan will be completed. A sample proforma is
detailed in Annex 2.

9

Lease Regears

9.1

A recommended strategy is proposed for reviewing annuity leases and
targeting leases with under 75 years’ expired term for renegotiation and
regears with the aim to release latent value.
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9.2

This strategy includes several benefits where one or more of the following
benefits could be achieved;





The release of a premium capital sum;
Increasing revenue;
Facilitating development; and
Increasing the frequency of rent reviews (helping to negate
inflationary pressures) and adding to the asset capital value.

9.3

The Annual Property Plan will include the proposed target number of
transactions. Whilst some long leases will be targeted a flexible approach
will be required should other leases provide alternative supplementary
opportunities from unforeseen circumstances.

10

Property Acquisitions/Development

10.1

The review undertaken by JLL highlights the need for asset diversification of
uses, whilst industrial property is performing well now over time this position
is likely to change especially with poorer quality stock with challenging
sustainability targets.

10.2

Rebalancing the portfolio with a programme of re-cycling capital through
disposals and acquisitions is core principle of this strategy.

10.3

The investment portfolio is currently entirely contained within the borough
boundaries, with the majority of assets situated in or close to Basingstoke
town centre.

10.4

The limited geographical area where the portfolio is located is unusual for a
modern commercial investment portfolio of this size. Whilst the restricted
area assists ease of management, a more diversified portfolio extending
across a wider geographical area would spread the risk of relying on the
market prosperity of a relatively small commercial area to drive portfolio
performance. A portfolio spread across a wider area is able to benefit from
the prosperity of other centres or regions, and the limiting effect of less well
performing areas on overall portfolio performance is contained. A key priority
of this Property Investment Strategy is to achieve an increase in rental
income.

10.5

This is proposed to be achieved in part by new acquisitions where
opportunities are in line with the proposed investment criteria. The focus is
proposed to be on investing in the borough and where possible new
acquisitions will be sourced from within the borough, but if the number or
quality of suitable opportunities are not available then investment
opportunities across a wider geographical area maybe sought.

10.6

A possible target for wider investment could be across the south and
southeast, to include the regional centres of Reading, Oxford, Guildford and
Southampton which are located along or close to the M3, M27, M4, M40 and
south west M25 corridors and readily accessible from Basingstoke. In this
way momentum will be maintained to fulfil the priority of increasing portfolio
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income by exposure to a wider range of opportunities, which will also assist
in ensuring a balanced portfolio.
10.7

In assessing opportunities, the council key driver is to secure revenue with a
prospect of growth rather than holding and trading assets which will be
factored into identifying potential opportunities.

10.8

The average lot size of the council’s investment portfolio is £1.3M which is
considered too granular and incurs higher management costs. The advice
from JLL is to seek opportunities in the £5M to £10M lot size or above but
not exceeding 10% of the portfolio value. Better value opportunities are seen
in this range as opposed to the sub £5M market where smaller investor tend
to compete and drive yields down making investment more expensive.

10.9

JLL have recommended investments in emerging sectors such as Medical,
Life Science’s and the residential Private Rented Sector areas where the
council’s weighting is low and growth prospects high due to the weight of
money wanting to invest in these sectors.

10.10

New investment purchases will be dictated by market opportunity, but
guidelines are provided below and highlighted in Annex 3 in a scoring matrix:


Aim to maintain investment in Basingstoke and regional area;



Lot size should not exceed 15% of Total Portfolio Value;



No more than 10% of the portfolio revenue should be derived from
one tenant;



Target diversification into alternative asset class investments (PRS,
Medical, life sciences, etc);



New investment aimed at targeting income (investment) properties.
Development ring-fenced to re-generation projects save for forward
commitments;



Modern buildings fit for purpose with strong sustainable credentials;
and



Target average blended investment return of 5.5% (anticipated range
4% to 7%).

10.11

Alternative use of land, and use of existing council buildings, could also
provide additional opportunity for revenue while also contributing to reducing
carbon emissions.

10.12

Whilst the existing portfolio is weighted heavily with industrial stock, which is
performing well, it shouldn’t prevent further investment in good quality stock
in this sector with the portfolio being rebalanced with the sale of poorer stock
whose performance is likely to deteriorate.
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10.13

Where possible opportunities will be sought off market to minimise the risk of
abortive costs, but all opportunities will be reviewed as they arise through an
initial sifting exercise that meet the investment criteria.

10.14

The market is dynamic and together with our Property Advisors a regular
review of emerging trends will be undertaken which may adjust our strategy
periodically. This needs to be monitored closely in the post Covid 19
pandemic world.

10.15

Existing council land and property could be used to install renewable energy
(likely solar photovoltaics (PV), solar panels that generate electricity) that is
then sold on to tenants. This would generate revenue for the council while
potentially reducing tenant bills and exposure to currently volatile energy
prices, while also reducing carbon emissions from businesses/properties
across the borough. This is an area for further development.

11

Sustainability and Climate Change

11.1

There is a developing two tier market and property with higher sustainability
attainment achieving higher rents especially in the office and retail sectors
and needs to be an area of focus.

11.2

The council’s approach is explained in greater detail in the Strategic Asset
Management Plan (Property Strategy) and will focus on improving EPC’s
and general energy consumption. Whilst the council has direct influence over
vacant property, which may need capital expenditure to improve credentials,
it has less influence in negotiations with occupied property however when
opportunities arise to leverage benefits such as lease regears opportunities
will be explored

11.3

The responsibility for obtaining an EPC rests with the landlord of a property
save where a lease is in place with an original term more than 99 years.
Therefore, a significant proportion of the Council’s long leasehold portfolio is
not within the direct responsibility of the council.

11.4

The sustainability criteria of any new investment purchased will be a key
scoring criterion in assessment of opportunities.

11.5

Development and Regeneration projects will meet the latest regulations and
push for the best rating subject to viability.
COVID-19

11.6

The Pandemic has had an impact to the property sector with some sectors
effected significantly more than others.

11.7

The non-food retail sector has been particularly affected and an increase in
bankruptcy and CVAs, fashion retail has been affected. The Malls retail
centre the council owns has been hit hard with a fall in rent levels but
remains well occupied, nevertheless.
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11.8

The Malls is a Key Strategic site and is part of the emerging Town Centre
Strategy and the council will continue to hold this asset and manage whilst
working closely with the Town Centre team to achieve its objectives.

11.9

Leisure Properties have also found the pandemic challenging and whilst
government assistance has aided these businesses over the last 10 months.

11.10

The council has worked with many tenants throughout the pandemic to
assist with their cashflow by agreeing monthly payment plans and deferred
rent payments. This has resulted in very few tenant failures and the
infrastructure in dealing with business rates and grants assistance, has
proven to be very effective.

12

Risk management

12.1

Whilst all investment carries an element of risk the proposed governance for
this Property Investment Strategy should help to mitigate that risk and
timings can be paused to cater for market volatility.

12.2

External professional advice will be sort as part of decision making process
in accordance with good practice.

13

Governance

13.1

It is proposed that the governance to support the efficient and effective
implementation of this new Property Investment Strategy should reflect the
existing arrangements from the 2017 Property Investment Strategy which set
up the alternative investment strategy.

13.2

The delegation to the Director of Corporate Services (S151 Officer) in
consultation with the relevant portfolio holder/s for Property and Finance, will
continue to enable investment decisions to be made within the approved
strategy parameters and in accordance with the approved Annual Property
Plan.

13.3

This delegation would only be exercised upon the recommendation from the
Head of Property and Assets, and after consultation with the Head of
Financial Services and Commercialisation and the Head of Law and
Governance, having first been reviewed and the recommendation endorsed
by the council’s Property Board.

13.4

Under this delegation, an individual investment approval will be limited to 5%
of the overall property portfolio valuation, including acquisition costs, as
published in the latest audited Annual Statement of Accounts. In essence,
this would mean that if the overall property portfolio is valued at £300M the
limit per transaction would be £15M.

13.5

This delegation will cover all aspects of disposals, acquisitions, and lease
restructures in accordance with this Property Investment Strategy and the
Annual Property Plan (APP).
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13.6

The council will be advised by its Property Advisors as to the method of
disposal of land. The majority of disposals are anticipated to be by private
treaty but some disposals will lend themselves to disposal by auctions, these
will tend to be smaller sites of a lot size of under £2M. Both methods of
disposal demonstrate that the properties are exposed to the market to obtain
best consideration. In both scenario’s the Council’s Property Advisors will
recommend a target disposal price and in the case of auctions will advise in
setting the reserve price and with the auctioneer setting an appropriate guide
price. Best Value will, as relevant, be determined by a S123 Valuation.

13.7

A process map of disposal by auction is set out in Annex 3.

13.8

To allow for price movements after highest offers are received under either
disposal method, under the proposed delegation to the S151 officer
(Executive Director of Corporate Services), the S151 Officer will have the
discretion to accept offers below the asking price to facilitate the sale or to
withdraw properties from sale subject to justification.

13.9

The APP is approved each year by Cabinet to implement and monitor the
Property Investment Strategy. The APP for the year 2022-23 has been
approved as part of the SAMP. Normally the APP will be presented to
Cabinet in February each year for approval following a review by the Audit
and Accounts Committee, who are tasked with monitoring and scrutiny of
property investment activity, alongside the Treasury Management Strategy
and Alternative Investment Strategy to review the overall position on Council
investment activity. This would normally be in January each year.

13.10

A regular update on property acquisitions and disposals is provided to the
Capital Programme Board, and included in the quarterly reports to Cabinet,
and Council as relevant, for Capital Programme monitoring.

13.11

Group Leaders will be informed of decisions on proposed acquisitions and
disposals. Any exceptions to the strategy or decisions that might otherwise
be outside the scope of the investment strategy, or the relevant delegation
would need to follow normal decision making process under the councils
constitution.

13.12

Decisions are reported after the event via the quarterly APP monitoring
report to Audit and Accounts Committee. Cabinet receives information on
activities undertaken during the year as part of the APP report in January
and the capital outturn report each year.

13.13

The Head of Property and Assets is responsible for presenting
recommendations to Property Board in line with this Property Investment
Strategy, after undertaking due diligence in line with the evaluation criteria
set out in Annex 3 including advice and support from the Head of Financial
Services and Commercialisation and the Head of Law and Governance and
as relevant, any necessary external advice and support.

13.14

Due diligence includes (but is not limited to):
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Evaluation:
 Compliance with Investment Principles;
 Legal power under which the Council will invest; and
 Assessment of legal issues in relation to property.
Risk Analysis:
 Risk appetite;
 Assessment of sector risk and asset risk; and
 Reputational issues.
Property Analysis:
 Independent valuation of property from external agent;
 Land Registry title checks;
 Formal building condition survey;
 Independent assessment of asset life; and
 Any necessary environmental and flood risk investigations.
Financial Analysis:
 Financial assessment of tenant(s);
 Assessment of the impact of any potential abortive costs and how
they will be funded;
 Assessment of impact of default or significant loss in value and how it
will be funded;
 Allowance for future costs, income shortfall and management of
assets; and
 Formal estimate of any re-instatement costs.
13.15

All acquisition and disposal opportunities presented to the Property Board
are supported by a financial appraisal and business case to establish the
financial and budgetary implications and an independent opinion of value to
ensure that best consideration is achieved with a Section 123 valuation
report as relevant.

13.16

In some instances officers will have to submit an expression of interest
and/or make a conditional offer on acquisitions within tight timescales
subject to final due diligence and the final delegated decision.

14

Funding

14.1

The current overall level of property investment is expected to be
maintained. This in the main will therefore require the disposal of current
assets with capital receipts reinvested in line with Investment Strategy.

14.2

The work undertaken by JLL has identified the need to reinvest circa £35M
to rebalance the existing portfolio as noted in section 7. A scheme with
spend of up to £40M has been added to the Capital Programme to facilitate
this to cover the period of activity to 2025/2026. The Executive Director of
Corporate Services (S151 Officer) has delegation under approved Financial
Regulations to rephase spend within to overall total value of the scheme
following a recommendation of the Council Capital Board.
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14.3

Property investment activity will only be undertaken once an appropriate
capital receipt has been made from an asset disposal. This scheme will
therefore be funded from disposal capital receipts.

14.4

It is however, recognised that it may be necessary to forward fund activity to
make strategic purchases prior to an appropriate disposal being actioned.
Therefore, a maximum sum of £10M has been allocated and funded from
existing capital receipts to fund the programme spend as needed, to be
reimbursed from disposal income and held as a rolling available sum.
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Annex 1

Asset Disposal – Information Sheet
This asset disposal information sheet has been completed to inform the governance
process for property disposal with regards to the governance approved as part of the
Property Investment Strategy for delegated decisions and will form part of the
evidence for recommendation to the councils Property Board.
Property Description
Details of property and photograph of property.
Sale Price
Quoting

Sector

Book Value
(3/21)

Current
Income

Capex

Strategy

Net Initial
Yield

Ownership

Equivalent
Yield

Reversionary
Yield

Asset Value
% Portfolio

Void

Current Valuation
The current book valuation at 31st March 2021 reflects (add specific assumptions
impacting on value to include projected void and CapEx).
Area Sq Ft
Contracted Rent
Contracted Rent PSF
ERV
ERV psf
Initial Yield
Equivalent Yield
Reversionary Yield
Cap Val
Cap Val psf
Capital Costs
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Annex 1
Micro-Location
Brief details of micro location and factors impacting on value and liquidity.
Description
Provide further specific details of history and make up of property, including construction
details as well as highlighting attributes and disadvantages of buildings and current usage.
Tenancy
Provide details of the tenancy including number of tenants, no of leases, rental
income, unexpired term, contract terms including break clauses and any other
relevant information.
(Insert tenancy schedule)
Disposal Rationale
Key reasons quantified where possible
Projected Sustainability cost impacts
Alternative use options
Estimated Vacant Possession value
Estimated future CapEx
Forecast 5-Year IRR
Confirm not a required holding by BDBC for operational use or re-generation
Confirm intention for proceeds of sale
Asset Performance
Provide information on asset performance over the period held and how it now
compares to the current property strategy objectives noting the annualised total
return, income return and capital growth.

Financial
Year

Total Return

Income Return

Value Growth
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Annex 1
Current Valuation
Provide current valuation with supporting evidence of valuation including Section 123
valuation. Provide appropriate details of recommendation if best consideration has
not been met and justification for disposal.
Disposal Method
State preferred exit route and rationale.
Disposal Fees
Estimated cost of disposal including agents and legal plus surveys as required.
Marketing costs
Approach and method.
Risks
State known or anticipated risks including market demand.
Social and Environmental Impacts
Add details of any impacts.
Timeline
Provide timeline and include appropriate approvals required.
Recommendation
Summarise the recommendation of the Head of Property Assets to the councils
Property Board.
Name:
Signature:
Designation:

Head of Property and Assets

Date:
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Annex 1
Name:
Signature:
Designation:

Head of Financial Services and
Commercialisation

Date:

Name:
Signature:
Designation:

Head of Law and Governance

Date:

Approvals
Property Board
Date reported to
Property Board
Recommended/Not Recommended
Recommendation
of Property
*Delete as appropriate
Board
Property Board
Comments
Portfolio Holder/s
Name:
Signature:
Designation:

Portfolio Holder Property

Date:
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Annex 1
Name:
Signature:
Designation:

Portfolio Holder Finance & Major Projects

Date:

Delegated Decision
Name:
Signature:
Designation:

Executive Director of Corporate Services
(S151 Officer)

Date:
Delegated
Decision Notice
to Democratic
Services
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Annex 2
Asset Management Plan – Additional Information
TENANCY DETAILS
Tenancy:
Weighted Average Unexpired
Term (by Income):
£ pa
Passing Rent :
ERV:
5 yr Cash Flow
Pre-Initiatives
Post-Initiatives
Projected IRR
Floor Area:
Site Area:
Building Age:
Date of Last Refurb:
No of Parking Spaces:
Car Parking ratio
EPC Rating
Specification:

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

PHYSICAL PROPERTY DETAILS
Condition:

MARKET INFORMATION
Town/Regional
Background:

Most relevant recent letting
% investment deals:

Other:
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Annex 2
ASSET MANAGEMENT
INITIATIVES

CAPEX

ESG Impacts & Implementation plan

HOLD/WORK/EXIT STRATEGY

QUANTATIVE ADDED VALUE & PROBABILITY WEIGHTING
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Annex 2
Basingstoke Scoring Matrix
A scoring matrix allows the relative merits of an investment opportunity to be
measured. The resultant score can then be assessed against a target
measure or used for comparison against other opportunities.
The key financial elements are covered in the following table:
Investment Criteria (Scoring Matrix)
No more than 10% of the gross income of
the fund shall be derived from one tenant.
Investment in Basingstoke and
Hampshire Region Real Estate
Investment UK wide with revenue
generation key driver. Target prime
investment for asset security.
No more than 15% of the portfolio to be
invested in direct development at any one
time
Maximum investment in one investment
shall not exceed 20% of Gross Asset
Value.
Modern, fit for purpose assets
Capital Expenditure
Covenant Strength
71-100 (Very Low Risk)
51-70 (Low Risk)
30-50 (Moderate Risk)
21-29 (High Risk)
1-20 (Very High Risk)
Asset should add diversification to current
portfolio
Sustainability target to be EPC C or better
(Net Zero Carbon 2030)
Target Yield (blended 5.5%)
Flood Risk (Zone 1)
Socio-Economic Value/Benefit
Weighted Average Unexpired Lease
Term (WAULT)
Tenure
Ground contamination
Regeneration

Target

Scoring
(1-5)

5-10%
100%
Prime

0-15%

10-20%
100%
Low

Low Risk

100%
100%
5.5%
Zone 1
Positive
Outcome
3 years +
Freehold
Low
Preference

The threshold score should be set at 40.
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Annex 2
Scoring Matrix:
1 = Poor
2 = Below Average
3 = Average
4 = Above Average
5 = Strong
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Annex 3

Auction Disposal
Property Board Considers an Asset Disposal Plan prepared
by JLL who make a recommendation on disposal
methodology and guide price.

If the disposal recommendation is to sell via auction the most
appropriate auctioneer for the type and nature of the asset will
be chosen in discussions with our Property Advisors and
procurement team.

Once an auctioneer is chosen further discussions will be
undertaken with the auctioneer to decide on an appropriate
reserve price in liaison with the Head of Property and Assets
and S 151 officer.

Close to the auction date The Head of Property and Assets will
assess the level of interest shown in the Property and adjust
the reserve price if felt appropriate within a tolerance of 5%
subject to agreement of the S151 officer.

If the auctioneer receives bids at the reserve or higher a deposit
of 10% will be paid on the day and the purchaser will usually
have 28 days to pay the balance and complete.
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Appendix 2 Operational Portfolio Strategy
1

Operational Portfolio Strategy

1.1

The operational assets managed by the council comprise a variety of
buildings, land, and associated plant in different uses across the borough.

1.2

They are managed by the Asset Team within Property Services. The team
has a focus on the fabric, mechanical and electrical elements of a building,
delivery of capital improvement works, compliance and sustainability,
renewal and review of leases of non-investment properties. In addition, the
Asset team undertake work on some of the more management-intensive
investment properties.

1.3

Where surplus operational space is identified consideration will be given to
disposal or letting out for a revenue stream.

1.4

There will be a focus on cost avoidance where assets could be transferred or
let which passes on repair and maintenance obligations.

1.5

A high-level summary of the types of property managed are listed below
Property Type
Agricultural
Allotment
Arts
Car Park
Cemetery & Crematoria
Civic Offices
Community Buildings
Community Facilities- Clubs/Societies
Depot
Development Site
Education
Industrial
Leisure
Market
Office
Open Space
Other
Outdoor Sport/Recreation
Park
Public Convenience
Public Utility Use
Residential
Sewage Works
Sport Centres and Pavilions

No. of Buildings
6
42
4
25
3
2
25
30
6
5
1
2
3
1
5
818
24
13
14
10
27
2
6
9

Grand Total

1083

2

Key Partners

2.1

The management of the land and property requires close liaison with most
council departments and external stakeholders, in particular:
Internal Liaison
Ward Councillors
Operational Team
Community Team
Property Investment

Economic Development
Environmental Health
External Liaison
Trusts/Charities
External Partners
Parish Councils
Hampshire County Council (HCC)

Based in the Depots
Managing Community Centres and
inputting in S106 Agreements
Providing some building surveying
services and managing some multi let
properties
Assisting in economic support
Liaison on compliance issues

Arts and Community organisations
e.g. Serco
To transfer assets
Highways issues and HCC property
matters

3

Property Rationalisation - Rental Income, disposal and asset transfer

3.1

The portfolio brings in a small rental income from letting surplus space.

3.2

The key objective of the Operational Property Strategy is to manage more
efficiently the operational portfolio and oversee the management of
properties covered by Service Level Agreements. This will include disposing
of surplus properties and/or to put effective agreements in place with the
charity/third sector organisations where more accountability is put on the
occupier alleviating the management of risk and costs to the council.

3.3

Improved cost forecasting for maintenance and life cycle item will also be
part of this cost process.

3.4

Several different council strategies have been incorporated into the thinking
of managing the operational portfolio including the Community Asset
Strategy and the Property Investment Strategy. More detailed plans and
targets are set out in the Annual Property Plan for 2022/23.

3.5

Some occupational sites such as the Civic Centre Campus lend themselves
to be developed in the medium/long team. In the short term surplus space at
this location will be let out reducing the councils whist options are reviewed .

3.6

The Facilities Management and Operational Team will work with the
Investment team and input into the emerging Town Centre Strategy project

to develop options for consideration. Nearby sites such as Eastlands, which
is an investment property may feature in the options exercise.
4

Community Building and Centres

4.1

There are 80 community facilities in the borough managed and run by
various community organisations, community associations and other
charities. Of these 23 are council owned and leased to independent,
community associations and other charities, all required to operate within
charity law. Six of these are within parish/town council areas; many of the
other facilities are within deprived areas within Basingstoke.

4.2

Plans are being developed to work with community groups and look at
options for their facilities going forward to develop a more sustainable and
consistent approach to community leases linked to the emerging
communities strategy and council plan priority of “strengthening
communities”. This supports the development of more resilient and self
sufficient communities.

4.3

Local community buildings provide essential resident support and safe
havens during emergency events. Many community centres opened during
the Covid-19 pandemic as Community Hubs, supporting their local
communities with access to food and medication and looking after the
welfare of their residents. They have continued to provide both access to
permitted support groups during lockdowns, such as for addiction, and
childcare and supporting working families. In the past the community centre
in Buckskin operated for 24 hours a day for six weeks during the local
flooding event.

4.4

The Leisure Recreation and Needs Assessment is currently underway and
will provide an evidence base to help inform the future needs and
maintenance expectations of community buildings, as well as provide an
overview of the running costs to the tenant and financial health of the
organisations.

4.5

Condition surveys have been carried out on all council owned community
buildings to establish the future investment requirement. These are a visual
survey, not an intrusive survey, so set an initial baseline from which to
progress. These have now been completed with the final report to be
submitted which will help develop an indicative future maintenance plan. . It
is anticipated that 50 % of the 10 year maintenance plans will be completed
by May 2022 with the balance being complete by September 2022.

4.6

This baseline provides the evidence to support discussions with community
groups on FRI and asset transfer opportunities

4.7

Current policy framework is set within the Community Investment Framework
and Community Buildings Strategy which support the Council Plan. These
need to be reviewed from an asset management and a planning perspective.

4.8

A review of community facilities will be undertaken and assessed to see if a
more efficient structure for holding these assets can be operated . The
following property options will be assessed :
1. Full Asset Transfer of properties to community groups where a suitable
business case supports
2. Full Repairing Lease reviews (BDBC retains the asset but has no
repairing responsibility), with Service Level Agreements (SLAs), sitting
behind.
3. Internal Repair and Insurance Lease reviews with SLAs sitting behind.
Although BDBC will still retain responsibility for structural repairs and
possibly compliance, any failure to meet the SLA could trigger review of
the discounted rents, which could be removed and a full rent payable in its
place.

4.9

What will be negotiated will be dependent on the site location and/or its
strategic requirement to BDBC e.g. Town Centre redevelopment.

4.10

A key factor to make this initiative a success is closer working with the
Communities Team.

4.11

A backlog of historic lease renewals needs to be worked through and
adoption of reworked Service Level Agreements (SLA). There are currently
16 facilities that have either a tenancy at will or an expired lease and are
holding over on old lease terms. Only 6 facilities have leases in place and, of
these, only 2 have more than a 10-year term left.

4.12

However, with the majority of leases expired, there is an opportunity to
implement a new approach and provide consistency across a large number
of assets in a shorter time frame.

5

Public Conveniences

5.1

The council is reviewing its WC provision and four have been identified to
be transferred to the Parish/Town Councils either via full asset transfer or a
Full Repairing and Insuring Lease (FRI), passing on all responsibility to the
Parish/Town Council. The remaining facilities are being reviewed.

6

Cemetery and Crematorium

6.1

Other sites the Property Team are involved in and supporting other
departments includes expanding the cemetery and crematorium and
providing support to the parties including Dignity, the new provider of funeral
services. This has involved assisting in the preparation of the planning
application through the planning process and dealing with the
communications aspects and with members.

6.2

The Council will ensure operational compliance with the existing leases and
the grant of new leases upon receiving planning permission as part of this
project.

7

Capital Works

7.1

The capital investment programme is a rolling programme, the present
budget for 2021/22 amounting to £1.2 m. This has been at a similar rate for
many years and requires more involved programme planning going forward
to ensure assets are maintained appropriately and within a best value
approach.

7.2

Actions have been implemented by commissioning a number of compliance
and condition surveys in order to develop a more accurate forward plan.

8

Condition Surveys

8.1

To establish future capital maintenance spend, condition surveys are being
undertaken of all operational properties where the council has full structural
repairing responsibility. These are not intrusive surveys but are a visual
survey of the building, plant, and machinery, giving an approximate
replacement date with costs (excluding asbestos removal, enabling works,
scaffolding etc.).

8.2

Surveys will be undertaken on a 5-year rolling programme to refresh data.
The data received will allow the council to prepare a 10 year forward
maintenance plan, which is already underway, to allow for a more pro-active
management approach of the portfolio as we will have sight of when
mechanical (boiler, air-handling units etc.), electrical (fire alarms, rewires
etc.) and other fabric (roof, internal and external decorations, window/door
renewals etc.) need to be undertaken.

8.3

This strategy will allow for a holistic approach to managing maintenance
works i.e. works to be pulled forward or pushed back to achieve value for
money e.g. undertaking window, soffit and eaves repairs, decorations etc., if
the roof should need replacing at the same time, to save on scaffolding
costs.

8.4

Having these 10-year forward maintenance plans will allow the council to
focus on those repairs that need to be done via the capital maintenance
budget in a timely manner. Gathering intelligence on where large spend
items are and planning and liaising with the individual services and end
users on when works are anticipated will be clearly communicated to allow
planning around their own customer base.

8.5

Alongside this, it will allow for those improvement works the service is
planning to be performed at the same time under one contract with planned
maintenance works, therefore gaining value for money and being more
customer/client focused.

8.6

The status of the 118 buildings requiring a condition survey is as follows:
Status
Completed
Ordered

Number
40
18

Being Priced
Balance *
Total

16
44
118

The balance are carparks, or parks with small buildings e.g. bandstand,
sewage treatment works. These will be completed by the end of 2022.
8.7

The findings of the various reports will be interpreted, and a work
programme developed with finance so that a clear “look ahead” can be
agreed in 2022/23. This work has started, and a forward works schedule will
be produced.

9

Compliance

9.1

Compliance records have been transferred from various sources over the
last 9 months to the Property Management Information System (P-MIS). This
has ensured:






9.2

Records are easily accessible
Programmes of work for a financial year can be developed
Works required can be ordered for each work stream at the
beginning of the financial year for contractors to plan and
complete within due date
KPI’s developed e.g.

As part of the compliance regime an audit will be undertaken to ensure that
we are aware of all our fixed assets e.g. boilers, point of use water heaters,
fire alarms, air-handling units, air conditioning units etc., to capture any

potential missing servicing/compliance requirements and thus minimising
risk to the authority.
10

Sustainability and Energy Audits

10.1

Those buildings whereby BDBC are responsible for energy bills have been
prioritised in order of energy consumption to undertake energy surveys. A
specification to meet net zero carbon targets the council has for 2025 is
being developed with a list of priorities to quote. Once priority 1’s has been
completed then priority 2’s will be released and so forth. Targets for
completion for each section has been given in the brief and whilst we
anticipated completing all surveys by September 2022, we will be discussing
with the appointed consultant to accelerate if and where possible.

10.2

As part of the process bids will be put in for two properties via the Public
Sector Decarbonisation Scheme – Tadley Swimming Pool and The
Aquadrome.

10.3

In the meantime, when works to premises are undertaken from condition
surveys via capital budgets we are ensuring that all measures to reduce
carbon emissions are taken into consideration as a matter of course e.g.
when undertaking a roof renewal then insulation is increased to meet

11

Conclusion

11.1

The actions highlighted above will be taken forward in the Annual Property
Plan for 2022/23 and future years with Detailed plans and targets set for
specific task net carbon zero targets for 2025.

Appendix 3 0 Annual Property Plan 2022/23

Annual Property Plan 2022/23
1

Summary

1.1

The Annual Property Plan 2022/23 proposes implementation of the
principles of the Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP), which includes
the Property Investment Strategy and Operational Property Strategy,
including protection and investment in the current assets and rental income
and growing the income received from the portfolio.

1.2

The plan aims to carry out a review of the performance of investment assets
to ensure non-performing assets are disposed and replaced through the
acquisition of new investments in line with the principles of the strategy.
Protection of the current investment assets and the income received will
focus on security and longevity.

1.3

Operational assets will be reviewed and those identified as surplus assets
are to be sold, transferred, or let out to generate revenue; this will also seek
to reduce overheads relating to vacant holding costs.

1.4

Resourcing of the Annual Property Plan will be led by the Property Services
team, with a combination of in-house staff and resources and the use of
external specialist advisers and agents where appropriate.

1.5

This will include use of consultants for work of a more specialist nature (e.g.
rent reviews of hotel/licenced premises), the use of commercial agents for
re-letting vacant properties, and use of specialist investment advisers/agents
for investment acquisitions and disposals.

1.6

The council’s Property Advisors Jones Lang La Salle, appointed in
September 2020 for a 4 year term, have provided strategic advice in shaping
the Property Investment Strategy for 2022/23 and the following years. They
are also advising on regeneration projects, whilst opportunities with
Operational Assets have been reviewed internally.

2

2021/2022 Annual Property Plan Performance Review

2.1

The previous Property Plan for 2021/22 saw some significant achievements
with a number of lease regears and development agreements being signed
and contributing positively to future income growth by positive asset
management. Some schemes are completed, and others well developed,
including:
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Tenant/Address

Transaction

£

St Modwen’s- Jays
Close

Completion of a
Development of
200,000sqft of industrial
units via a lease regear

Improvement of income
of £0.25Mpa by 2024

Motorola- Jays
Close

Commencement of
development of
180,000sqt of industrial
unit

Improvement of income
by £0.10Mpa by 2024

Eli Lilly, Basing
View

Completion of a pre-let
office building to Eli Lilly

Lease complete and
occupation of building
complete, additional
income of £1.00M pa
from 2023

Belvedere House,
Basing View

Completion of a lease
regear

Lease regear and
capital premium of
£0.50M achieved in Dec
21

The Square, Basing
View

Completion of a lease
regear

Lease regear and an
additional £0.02M pa
achieved

2.2

In addition, significant work has been undertaken relating to managing
tenants throughout the pandemic, most notably negotiating and agreeing
payment plans and coordinating general government assistance with the
economic development and finance teams.

2.3

The management of the Malls remained challenging with the retail sector
going through structural change as well as various lockdowns due to the
Covid -19 pandemic. Voids however remain low and all vacant units within
the Malls are now under offer although at a reduced rent from 12/24 months
ago.

2.4

Several small scale disposals are being developed for sale which will
generate capital receipts of circa £3M, although completion dates may take
place in a future financial year.

2.5

The Operational Portfolio has had a renewed focus on maximising receipts,
addressing compliance and condition surveys and getting accurate
forecasting in place for the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) which is
expanded on in the Operational Property Strategy. This will continue to be a
major element of work going forward utilising opportunities to seek extra
income.
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2.6

The developing Communities Strategy has also highlighted some assets to
be transferred and/or to be run under modernised Service Level Agreements
relieving the council of obligations and cost avoidance.

2.7

The quality of the council’s Operational portfolio is also critical and conditions
surveys have been carried out on most of the estate; this will allow for better
planning for the MTFS in assessing Planned and Preventative Maintenance
Programmes and Life Cycle costs.

2.8

A continued focus on this work and setting up appropriate structures is seen
as essential going forward and the council’s Tech Forge management
information system is now significantly populated with key information and
this improvement process continues.

3

2022/23 Annual Property Plan

3.1

The Annual Property Plan for 2022/23 will continue with an active approach
to asset management and implement the strategies outlined in the Property
Investment Strategy and Operational Portfolio Strategy. An approved
Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) in place alongside an appropriate
level of staff resources and expert advice to implement the proposals set out
below will strengthen the portfolio performance.


Monitoring tenant compliance with lease obligations-both investment
and operational property;



Undertaking rent reviews and lease renewals in a timely manner;



Ensuring void/un-let accommodation is re-let as soon as possible; and



Minimising void and irrecoverable expenditure.

3.2

A key focus of the strategy will be on benchmarking the performance of the
portfolio against similar portfolios of its type. The IPD index is seen as a key
benchmark to measure against.

3.3

Climate change and implementing sustainability measures in the council’s
property portfolio is a significant task which will assist in future-proofing rents
and values of key assets.

3.4

The Property Investment Strategy highlights the proposed direction of travel
over the next 4 years.

3.5

A particular focus of the Property Investment Strategy will be disposing of
underperforming properties which require a disproportionate amount of
management time and generating receipts from targeted lease regears
where capital value can be released. A schedule of potential assets to be
considered for disposals and extraction of value from leases is contained in
Annex 1. The schedule has been designed so that a pipeline of activities can
be worked up for future years and can be interchangeable with other
properties should circumstances dictate so targets are met.
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3.6

As per the SAMP, reinvestment of proceeds would be planned to meet
investment criteria set out in the Property Investment Strategy and selection
of new assets focusing on sector diversification and modernising stock which
will reduce risk.

3.7

It is however, recognised that it may be necessary to forward fund activity to
make strategic purchases prior to an appropriate disposal being actioned
where exceptional opportunities arise. The SAMP includes provision of a
maximum sum of £10M to be allocated and funded from existing capital
receipts to fund the programme spend as needed, to be reimbursed from
disposal income and held as a rolling available sum.

4

Investment Portfolio

4.1

It is anticipated that circa £4M of capital receipts and/or release of latent
capital value from long leaseholds on the Investment Portfolio will be
achieved in 2022/23. The aim will be to reinvest the proceeds in the same
financial year, where possible, in line with the investment criteria set out in
the Property Investment Strategy. The reinvestment of the proceeds from the
sale of assets will ensure the portfolio is modernised with opportunities to
mitigate risk within the overall portfolio.

4.2

Releasing latent value locked in long leasehold transactions is seen as a key
principle of the strategy and a further five long leasehold interests will be
targeted to regear in 2022/23 to bring in either capital premiums, increased
revenue or improved rent review patterns or combination of these.. It should
be noted that whilst in the main this is expected to generate additional
revenue income and/or limited capital premiums all opportunities will be
considered which may give rise to a substantial capital premium. All options
will be considered in line with the Property Investment Strategy.

4.3

A schedule of potential assets for disposal or lease regear to generate
capital receipts for re investment is attached in Annex 1. This has been
designed so that targeted disposals or lease regears can be interchangeable
with future years should circumstances dictate allowing flexibility to bring
assets forward or defer decisions on others.

4.4

The investment portfolio will be reviewed and compared against a variety of
industry relevant benchmarks and targets set comparing against RPI as well
as the IPD Property Index: Key evaluation and target matrix will include:


Real Income Target 1 % + RPI



Growth in capital value against year end valuation and benchmarked
against industry portfolios.



Rent collection statistics to be benchmarked against industry standard
collection rates such as Alt REIM.



To ensure that the void levels are kept to a minimum and
benchmarked against similar portfolios.
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That lease renewals and rent reviews are completed at the Expected
Rental Value or above.



That the total disposals planned meet their budgeted targets and that
receipts reinvested meet the investment criteria set out in the Property
Investment Strategy.

4.5

It should be noted that there are plans for RPI to be replaced from 2030
which is outside the period of the current SAMP and associated annual
property plans. However, consideration will be given in due course as to
suitable alternative measures for benchmarking purposes.

4.6

Any regeneration projects will develop their own business cases. Where they
include existing investment properties, their programme of redevelopment is
likely to affect income. Regeneration plans and programmes will be
developed throughout the next financial year which in turn will inform
updates in income and the MTFS.

4.7

Regarding Climate Change, the council as freeholder has more limited
influence on the sustainability credentials of its investment portfolio. It will
use its influence in negotiations to ensure that best practice is adopted as
part of any negotiations with tenants as there is a mutual benefit. In addition
all vacant property will be subject to energy and building surveys to ensure
that these properties are compliant and reach an EPC threshold of D or
above to ensure the premises will be capable of being let in the future as
legislation changes in future years.
Any new acquisitions will need to meet sustainability criteria to ensure that
these investments have longevity and add to the borough’s decarbonisation
programme.

5

Operational Property

5.1

The aims of the Operational Strategy in 2022/23 will be to:

Generate income from surplus accommodation on the existing estate.
A target of additional income of £0.10M pa is anticipated for 2022/23;



Transfer 3 Community Assets to community groups and Parish
Councils reducing management time and maintenance costs;



Improve expenditure forecasting by carrying out detailed condition and
compliance surveys and understanding Planned and Preventative
Maintenance programmes and life cycle costs significantly better. To
complete expenditure forecasting on all the council stock for the MTFS
period.



Ensure that tenants subject to Service Level Agreements, where they
lease property from the council, adhere to their obligations contained in
their leases with a focus on the Aquadrome and theatres;
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Ensure that energy audits are undertaken of the main operational
buildings as detailed in Annex 2 and to develop and implement plans to
reduce C02 emissions. This work will also include identifying and
preparing bids for funding rounds targeted at sustainability such as the
Public Sector Decarbonisation scheme. Increases in the costs of
energy are seen as a major fixed cost in 2022/23 placing financial
strain on occupiers; and



To work with Community Groups and advice on energy savings
initiatives to reduce their energy costs.
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Annex 1 to Annual Property Plan 2022/23

Potential Disposal and Long Lease Regears- Target List
Disposals
Swan Street

Offices and Retail

Attwood Close

Residential Park

Essex Road

Mixed use

Joules Road

Industrial

Telford Road

Industrial

Lease Regears
Quantum House, Basing View

Offices

Normandy House, Basing View

Residential

Grosvenor House, Basing View

Offices

Intec Business Centre
Site 18 Rankine Road
The Square, Basing View

Offices/Industrial

7 Jays close and adjoining land

Industrial/offices



Industrial
Offices

Note the list will be reviewed regularly for progress and subject to change with other
properties brought forward from future years should above transactions be delayed beyond
timescale.

APP Annex 2 – Building priority list for decarbonisation
The below table shows the buildings/sites currently included in the council’s operational carbon footprint. These have been ranked in priority order for
action, based on a combination of factors such as current energy consumption, current energy efficiency, and identifying potential quick wins.
Wherever possible, timescales for audits and works will be accelerated, with closely managed commissions to ensure delivery.
Some sites have been deprioritised, particularly where the Borough Council does not have control over how they’re used, for example if they are sublet. In
future, it is expected these will be excluded from the council’s operational footprint, which will then be re-baselined. They are included at present for
reference and consistency with previous reporting periods.

Building

The Aquadrome

Tadley Swimming Pool

Russell Howard Pavilion

Current EPC
Rating

D

D

F

RAG priority
rating

Rationale /
comments

1

Very high energy
consumer
(new facility planned
as part of Leisure Park
redevelopment
proposals)

1

1

Very high energy
consumer

Inefficient

Timescale for energy
audit
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2021/22 – subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2021/22 – subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2021/22 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant

Timescale for
capital bid and
works
TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

Beresford Centre (1728)

Whiteditch Depot
Building

Churchill Way
Footbridge

Eastrop Park Depot

Stratton Park Playing
Fields, Pack Lane,
Basingstoke

Brighton Hill Pavilion

Brighton Hill Depot

D

E

N/A

G

N/A

C

E

1

1

1

1

1

Depot.
Relatively high
consumption

Depot

Potential quick-win to
review lighting

Inefficient and high
energy consumption
intensity

Potential quick-win to
review lighting

2

Efficient but high gas
usage

2

Low energy
consumption

Quarter 4 Financial
year 2021/22 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2021/22 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2022/23 – subject
to appointment of
internal staff
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2021/22 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 4 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to appointment of
internal staff
Quarter 1 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 1 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC – during 2022

TBC following audit

TBC – during 2022

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

appointment of
consultant

Winklebury Pavilion

Down Grange Athletics
Cabin & track

Goldings

Maidenwell Pavilion

Parklands

B

N/A

C

C

B

2

Efficient but high gas
usage

2

Predominantly lighting

2

Listed so will require a
carefully considered
approach

2

Efficient but high gas
usage and part
tenanted

3

Previous office building
due to be vacated so
may be deprioritised

Quarter 1 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 1 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 1 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 1 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

Eastlands 1

Biblefields, Dummer

Binfields Youth Park
Binfields Park Lane
Chineham

Down Grange Old Barn
+ Mess Room

Hatch Warren
Community Centre,
Long Cross Lane

Various Public WCs

D

N/A

N/A

D

C

G

3

3

3

3

3

3

Lighting already
addressed but main
building tenanted

Low consumption
lighting

Low consumption
lighting

Low consumption

Main building tenanted

Very low consumption

Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

Upper Sherborne Road
Pavilion

Worting Road - The
Chapel Basingstoke
Cemetery

Worting Road Cemetery
Messroom

C

G

3

Efficient with low
consumption

Low consumption

3

Low consumption

F&G

3

Tenanted, but options
for improvement at
same time as council
building

Chineham House

D

4

Tenanted

John Arlott Centre

C

4

Tenanted

Various

4

Tenanted

Beresford Centre (1 &
16)

Viables Craft Centre

D

3

Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant
Quarter 2 Financial
year 2022/23 - subject
to finalising brief and
appointment of
consultant

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

TBC following audit

Swan St

D

4

Tenanted

Down grange walled
garden

N/A

4

Tenanted

Eastrop allotment
holders building

N/A

4

Tenanted

Eastrop boathouse

F

4

Tenanted

Essex Road 35-41

G

4

Tenanted

N/A

4

Tenanted

The bothy, Down
Grange

E

4

Tenanted

Wade Road, old depot

E

4

Tenanted

Fairfields bowls club

Worting Road Cemetery
Lodge

E

4

Tenanted

